As part of the Clean Up Our World campaign, our colleagues in LF Logistics Thailand hosted their annual LF Logistics Goes Greener tree-planting event on August 8th. Spirits were high as colleagues were also looking forward to a long weekend commemorating the Queen’s 81st birthday. This double celebration clearly gave our tree planters a boost as they planted 200 trees - that’s twice as many compared to last year!

Our colleagues helped raise funds by selling “WE LOVE THE EARTH” polo shirts especially made for LF Logistics. Colleagues who brought a shirt also had a tree dedicated to them. If you walk by the Bangpa-in office, you’ll even see some trees with familiar names such as Noel Bautista, Executive Director, Head of ASEAN and Janya Thana-athiporn, EVP, Head of Thailand.

Thanks to our colleagues’ hard work and dedication for a more sustainable environment, our Bangpa-in office is now greener than ever!

HERE’S WHAT THEY HAD TO SAY ABOUT THIS ACTIVITY...

“Not many businesses show such care for the Earth the way Li & Fung does. It means a lot to be part of a company that gives us opportunities to better our working environment.”
Adisom Somwiseth
Senior Manager - Operations

“I really appreciate that we were given a place near our office to plant trees. Not only do we now have a nice resting spot, we also helped make a better environment for the whole community.”
Koomaeree Thaanmuang
Senior Supervisor – Operations, Coffee World

“Doing this activity felt like a breath of fresh air. We got to spend time outdoors and did something hands-on to make a difference to the environment. It was a very special experience.”
Arinpol Chukeaw
Supervisor – Operations, Fontana

“This activity was such a great idea. We got to plant trees, have them named after us and got a cool polo shirt in return. I want to do this again soon!”
Poonsawat Sompong
Manager – Operations, DFS

“Our world is facing many problems regarding sustainability today and planting trees will make our Earth greener. Our colleagues were diligent and cooperative, and this was a very rewarding experience for all of us.”
Tinathia Katchaporn
Supervisor – Operations, Watsons

WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN YOUR WORLD?

Join our global Clean Up Our World campaign today! Remember, you can apply for funding from the Fung (1906) Foundation to help organize your event. Click here for more information.

The Clean Up Our World initiative is part of our 10 commitments to engage our people to help build sustainable communities though our community partners.

For more information contact Karen.